ESSENTIALS
NEW PRODUCTS

SURVIVING
THE HEAT
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1. Create your own oasis of peace and relaxation with
the Eclipse Relaxer. Hand-woven from the highest
quality man-made fiber, each one is completely unique.
The Eclipse offers a combination of innovative design
and comfort with the performance of a fully outdoor
product. Available exclusively at the Greenhouse
Mall. Greenhouse Mall. Austin: 512.250.0000 or
512.617.8888, San Antonio: 210.558.1818,
Greenhousemall.com.
2. ECO Logical Skin Care is passionate about offering
an affordable, chemical-free, all-natural sunscreen with
great feel and zero fragrance. Say adios to your greasy
sunscreen, and feel how silky and moisturizing ECO is.
It’s great even under makeup! ECO Logical Skin Care.
949.218.2665, Ecologicalskin.com.
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3. Lighter than a duvet but heavier than a single sheet,
Dohars are a welcomed addition to the Southern home
as temperatures climb. These luxe and subtle Indian
summer blankets are comprised of three layers of pure
cotton, and hand-block printed using natural dyes. Mela
& Roam. Melaandroam.com.
4. Never run out of ice cold beverages again! The Cooper
Cooler is the fastest way to rapidly chill your warm
beverages and allows you to Chill-On-Demand™.
The patented process is 40 times faster than a freezer
for chilling cans and 10 times faster for wine, and is
perfectly safe for chilling carbonated beverages like
beer and soda which will not foam over upon opening.
Cooper Cooler. 877.C.COOLER, Coopercooler.com.
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5. Sun or shade on demand! This motorized roof shade
structure can be opened or closed by the solar charged
battery remote control. The 160˚ range of motion
creates a totally customizable structure allowing in the
sun when open and waterproof coverage when closed.
Equinox. 210.548.3015, Equinoxtexas.com.
6. Reduce heat, glare and fading of your interior
furnishings all while maintaining your beautiful views
with interior roll-up solar screens. Texas Sun & Shade.
512.402.0990, Txsunandshade.com.
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